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SID PADRICK CONTACT STORY
(Continued from Previous Issue)

WAS THE SPACEMAN MORE OF A RELIGIOUS 
LEADER THAN A SCIENTIST?:

I wouldn’t even classify Him as a 
scientific person. It’s obvious that 
they are on a very high scientific level, but — their relation with the ... 
Supreme Being means a lot more to them 
than their technical & scientific abil
ity & knowledge. I would say’ that 
their religion & their science are 
all in one.

RE TIME & DISTANCE:
He told me they do not measure time 

& distance as we know it, but rather 
in terms of LIGHT. When I asked him 
How fast, they travelled thru space, he 

. answered ±ha±L-their spced was limited 
only- by the speed at which they could 
transfer their energy source. He said 
this craft I was on was not propelled 
by its own power source, but rather 
thru a power’transmitted to them - on 
a light beam, or on a light source 
known to them.

WILL THEY CONTACT GOV’T OFFICIALS?:
.. No, I think they’ll first BY-PASS 
the Gov’t officials — from what he 
said to me. They don’t WANT to make .... 
contact with Gov’t officials right now. 
I shouldn't say Gov’t in particular —

that we are more vulnerable to them 
than they are to us. I don’t think 
they are worried the least bit about 
us knocking them down. He made no 
mention about being afraid of us.

HOW COULD WE MAKE CONTACT WITH THEM?
It is not up to us to make contact 

with them — it’s up to them to make 
.contact with us, because we have no 
control over them. I asked him if I 
could communicate with them,’since . 
I’m a radio amateur. He said, "No." 
Their means of communication are urr-' 
known to us. They do listen in on us, however. I’m assuming they communicate 
on beams — light beams or magnetic 
beams.

CAN WE GET PHOTOS OF TANGIBLE 
EVIDENCE?:

I don4t think they would deny photos. 
I did not take any because I didn’t have a camera with me. I didn’t think 
to ask for anything tangible to bring 
back — it didn't dawn on me. This was 
such a shock & surprise to me, I didn’t 
think of any thing, hardly.

I should say the MILITARY; I asked him
if he had ever tried to establish 
contact with our Gov’t or Military & he
said, "No'1 I said, "Would you like to?’’ 
& he said. "No." So I said, "Could I 
be of assistance to’you in establishing' 
contact?" &-hc said, "No!" They he said, 
"Your nation — <£ all nations — will' 
attack an unknown object for purposes of destruction, without cause." what he 
mqant by the words "without cause" was 
this: they do not come here ARMED ever 
-- & we have no reason to attack & des
troy them. But our attitude is: shoot 
down anything you can’t identify.

ARE ANY OF THE UFO’S HOSTILE?: .
I have been told — by the Air Force

& other people making studies of this 
— that there are unfriendly crafts com
ing here; but I was not told that by 
the spaceman. He told me that this craft 
I was on had never been fired upon, but 
the Navigation Craft had. I asked him 
if it had been actually engaged in com
bat and he said. "Yes, but not to dest
roy" :r- not to destroy ours. I got the 
impression, from the way he ’said it,

AIR FORCE 3 HOUR GRILLING:
They wanted an account of it, word 

for word. I told them exactly what had 
happened, & they were the first to hear 
it. There were certain details which they 
asked me not to talk about publicly: 
but I think in telling* it, that every
thing should be disclosed. I can see 
no reason for anything being held back. 
They didn’t want me to say that the 
space people had no money. They did 
not want me to disclose the type & 
shape of the craft, because that would 
indicate the Air Force is not doing 
it's duty. I told them I could see no 
reason for that, either (Q. Did the AF 
impart any new information confirming 
or tying in with your experience) Yes- 
they did at the time, but I do not in 
any case want to relate any other 
incident with this. Neither am I try
ing to prove that the case happened. 
To me, it makes no difference whether 

. anyone believes it or not. I know the 
Air Force believed it. I know it from 
the standpoint that they did a lot of 
checking down here in the area. They 
were here for quite some time after 
the incident, & they proved beyond a 
shodow of a doubt that the craft was in 
this area before & after the incident.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE ij-)



SPECIAL FEATURE

FLYING SAUCERS IN ANTIQUITY
by Francisco Aniceto Lugo. Ph^- D, .

..( EDITOR'S NOTE: The fallowing manuscript was to appear in the forthcoming . 
book UFOS AROUND THE WORLD but because of space limitations•could not be

'■ included. It is thus presented here, to SEARCHLIGHT readers, for the fir
st time. Dr. Lugo is a Member of the American Association for.the Advanc
ement of Science, Washington; Member Titulaire, Soeiete Asstronomique de ' 
France, Paris: Fellow, International Lunar Society, London. He currently 
lives in Caracas, Venezuela. It is indeed a pleasure for us to present, 
what we feel, a worthy contribution of the possibility of aliens visit

.. ing our world in past cultures. This is the first of such articles to be 
■ presented in this series. Others to follow include WHEEL WITHIN A WHEEL

by Yolanda Pimentel and FATIMA by the editor of SPACEVIEW, Henk J.
Hinfelaar. As always we welcome comments (pro and con) from our readers. )

Many millions of years ago the Earth - according to sound geological 
investigations and discoveries - was very young and it was truly an • 
oceanic world. She was a ball of water, with only a few inlets on it. . Later on, many small islands sprinkted its surface and all of them were 
covered by vegetation. This geological situation can be ascribed to the 
Pro-Cambrian era, but you must bear in mind that the chronology of Science 
in regard to the geological periods is misleading and that the radiocarbon 
dating has not only limitations, but also its pitfalls. (1) ■ .

When the earth was in the situation that I have just briefly pictured, 
an event of a very great importance occurred: due to an epeirogenic 
phenomenon, a great continent emerged on it in-the region known today as 
the Pacific Ocean, and, as soon as it appeared, and the vegetation spread 
itself over it. a great number of beings came from outer space and took 
possession of it. (2) But those beings were not like us with respect to 
stature: they were giants. The remainders of the beings are those of which the Bible.speaks, by saying that "in those times there were giants, beings 

Jof a great understanding and power." (3)
Life on earth has evolved firstly in the sea and later on land, or . 

the small islands of that epoch, and then, when larger ones emerged, the 
earth man took their first steps. These early men vrere very primitive indeed: 
they walked inclined, and their arms were so long that they almost touched .the soil, with their eyes fixed on it, and in this manner.they - could Sbe instantly any snake or any other danger on their way; or, to .gather 
easily the:things which were good for their taste or that pleased them. 

' ,When-the giants arrived on the earth, In Mu or Lemuria, they met :
here the men.that our planet had. These ones progressed with relative. : 
rapidity, and they did that, not by the force of the acquired characters, as 
.Lamarck believed, or of the natural selection, as Darwin upheld, but by. . 
several mutations, as De Vries has established, altho those two factors . 
worked also in a minor degree in their integral evolution. (M-)

This last natural tableaux corresponds to a date much more remote than 
that propounded by contemporary scientists: it pertains, to the last . 
period of the Tertiary Era, and in passing I must say that the geological 
Eras, are much longer than science estimates, although it would be useless 
to calculate its length in accordance with our chronology of centuries and 
years, as these periods of time were then shorter, and any estimation based 
on it would be misleading. ’

Stimulated by several successive mutations, several kinds of men - 
here on earth - took place, making contact with the giants, who generally 
were blonde, if we judge by the remainders of these beings encountered in. 
several occassions by seamen, and especially sea captains, who recorded 
them in their binnacle books. Unfortunately, no mixture could be made bet
ween the giants and the earth men because of physical impossibility. But 
another men of lower stature came to earth after the giants, from outer 
space, who intermingled with us.

During the dominium of the giants an outstanding phenomenon occurred 
on our planet. This one'developed a piriform protuberance. This pear-shaped 
eminence was not smooth, but wrinkled, with some natural steps, having 
rather the appearance of a pyramid. From time to time, something moved 
within it, reaching increasing intensity and extension each day, and the 
populace then said that it was inhabited by a god, although the savants 
knew quite well what was the matter with it. The movements of that thing 
within the protuberance produced earthquakes around it until a terrific 
explosion took place in it and our first satellite emerged accompanied by 
several inflamed masses of natter. It was a fiery spectacle, indeed, for 
the people who saw them ascending diabolically to the firmament. But only 
the central body, i.e., the satellite, had the necessary escape velocity 
to pass the atmosphere and to place itself over the earth in outer space 
and to orbit around it. The remaining masses, with less velocity, fell to 
our globe, and there they are, as mute witnesses of this horrid cosmic 
edastrophe. (5)



* The majority of the giants took to their flying saucers and departed. 
The other ones, unable to fly for the moment, perished in great number, 
remaining only in small contingents which in a constantly reducing scale, 
subsisted almost until our days while those who departed did not return. 
Our first ser.ies of civilizations - that of the giants from outer space - 
has practically ended, while our planet was illuminated by our first moon.

It was then that new men came from outer space, with a stature like 
that of earth men. They developed, intermingled with us (the second series 
of civilizations) but the days of this flowering progress was damned to .. 
extermination, as the satellite approached dangerously to our planet. The savants of the time knew it: they knew that this new series of civilizations 
would end tragically also, and then they decided to let to posterity a 
testimony of all that. Thus, they thought of a language that might not be-- 
turned into a dead tongue, and thus they decided to write their attestation 
on the incoming cosmic catastrophy by means of symbols. This they did, by 
grabing it in the portico of the Temple of the Sun, in Talassasaya, and in 
the Great Idol of Tiahuanaco. (6)

. After some time in which the year had only 291 days, in reaching the 
Roche critical line, our first stellite exploded, as forseen by the ancient 
savants, and a second cosmic cataclysm took place. The second series of 
civilizations perished and the earth was without a moon again. A relative 
short time afterwards the earth captured a new moon and this time a big one. 

. Although it was big, it was not massive, being a density perhaps less 
tenuous than that of Calixto. Besides, its gravitational binding with the 
earth was weak. Thus, after considerable time, it broke its ties with our 
globe and escaped throughout the profoundnesses of space with the same 
facility with which it was captured. (7)

In the meantime, the third series of civilizations, or Atlantis, . 
developed itself on our planet. It was flourishing and brilliant. During 
its dominium a huge- comet approached the sun and caused tremendous pertur
bations on the sun itself and a serious cosmic cataclysm both on the earth 
and Venus. This terrible catastrophe was the third one suffered by our 
planet, but, although it was very mortiferous on our globe it did not 
exterminate the third or Atlantic series of civilizations. This one 
continued progressing after the reparation of its damage. The days of Atlantis, however, were counted. (8)

Unexpectedly, two strange stars entered the solar system. The approx-
imation of these two celestial bodies produced on the earth three kinds of 
tides: aquatic, terrestrial and aerial tides of a great potency. Of these 
•the most important were the powerful 
terrestrial tides, which caused a 
volcanic eruption around the globe - 
the lava came out in horrid explos-

** JUST OUT: **
Ik FOOTSTEPS FROM OUTER SPACE (S3.25)

ions practically everywhere and a 
considerable series of earthquakes
occurred. Then the smaller moon, which came forward, exploded, its 

■ heavy fragments falling with trem
endous violence on the surface of 
the earth, adding considerable force 
to the disaster of the earthquakes, 
our planet trembling and vacilating.
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came forward, had reached the critical Iine“and7 in-this emergency,“Atlantis “ 
sunk itself. It did not sink itself,however, on account of the explosion 
of the lesser moon, but much before, when both moons created big terrestrial 
tides and the Atlantis underground collapsed. After the explosion of the

The first moon the smaller which

first moon, our present moon was captured by the earth ensuing a tremendous 
aggravation of the catastrophe. (9)

Then a wide and profound mud sea was formed in a great extension 
around the site of the submersion, reaching as far as the Pillars of Hercules by one side, and almost equally distant by the opposite points, while at 
the same time the heaven was covered by thick and black gasses for about 25 
years. The Atlantic series of civilizations, the third one, had ended.

( TO BE CONTINUED NEXT ISSUE)
. REFERENCES TO PART ONE
(1.) The radiocarbon dating (as all 
the so-called radioactive watches), 
apart from the fact that it has a 
considerable limitation in regard to 
time, being unable to penctrat remote 
agea, is a method which rests mainly 
on assumption, and therefore its 
conclusions are open to criticism.
(2) The organic evolution has been 
generally seen by the biologists as 
the product of a single factor,being 
these ones the acquired characters 
(when admitted),the natural selecticn 
and the mutations. This is erroneous. 
All these factors work in the organic 
eviution, but the decisive one is 
undoubtedly the mutations, which 
produced profound and rapid changes 
m a relatively short tine.

(3.) The antiquity of flying saucers 
is attested by many ancient texts, 
especially by the sacred books of 
remote peoples. Also bycarvings in 
caves and passed down through tradit
ions and legends.
(k.) The mutations constitute the most 
powerful instrument of evolution.lt is 
on account of such nutations that nan 
has mainly progressed physically. 
(5.) George Darwin was correct in 
showing the footprint# of the emergence 
of a moon, but he was mistaken in 
saying that this satellite was our 
present moon. Our present moon is a 
globe too big to bo born from our 
planet. The footprints shown by Darwin 
corresponds to our first satellite, clearly recorded by the ancients.

evolution.lt


C6..) See on this particular the books 
"Calender of Tiahuanaco" and "The Great 
Idol of Tiahuanaco," both by H.S. 
Bellamy and P. Allan.
(7.) The fact is recorded in tradit
ions and legends and in Indian 
cosmogonies.
(8.) The disasters caused by this big 
comet is recorded in sacred texts, 
including the Bible.
(9.) Many tribes have recorded this 
tremendous cosmic event. On the other 
hand, the noted astronomer Otto Struve 
wrote recently in SCIENCE.organ of 
the' American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, that only two 
theories remain as probable today on 
the presence of the moon in cur solar 
system, one of them being - and the 
most lucid - its capture by our 
planet. •ip sj.' + * * * * + * * * * * *

SID- FADRICK CONTACT STORY 
(Continued from page 1 )

(Q. Was there anything else the Air 
Force didn't want you to tell?) Yes, 
quite a bit. They didn’t want me to 
divulge their means of communication 
& where they get their power from. 
Also, the man’s name. They told me I 
should never repeat this, because.it 
didn't mean anything. The spaceman 
had said. "You may nail me Xeno" - 
he didn't say it was. his name. I had 
spelled it "Zeno" or "Zeeno". I got 
notice thru the. mail some time later 
that the correct spelling is Xeno. 
That's in the dictionary. It means 
"stranger" or "foreigner." '

WILL THEY CONTACT YOU AGAIN?:
Yes, it's quite definite, that 

point. The next one will be my choice 
& not theirs. I will initiate it by 
doing something he told me to do & 
then he will know I'm going to make 
the contact. They will observe me.

THE MEANING OF THE VISIT:
This encounter has meant more 

to 'me than just a visit from people • 
from outer space. It means that my 
life has been lifted 'way, 'way up — 
beyond what I could ever have 
conceived of before.

END OF INTERVIEW
(CUR THANKS TO: LITTLE LISTENING .
POST, U811 Illinois Ave., Washington, 
D.C. for this interview)

NEWS BRIEFS
A correspondent from Dublin tells 

us that friends have often seen myst
erious lights "and things" along rhe 
coast just north of that city. One 
couple who has a summer house there 
has regularly seen a stranger walking, 
past, shining a small lamp towards the 
sea and walking on. He has not respon
ded to castEl greetings. The sane couple 
saw a dark object hovering over the 
water last year. It projected a ‘ 
strong bean of light into the sea. He 
said the entire area was lit up. Another tine they saw a fas’t moving 
low-flying object skimming the water 
coming across Dublin Bay. Readers who 
think this sort of "goings on" do not 
happen frequently should read an 
article entitled UFO PLAGUES N.J. 
RESERVOIR in the October, 1966 issue 
of FATE. The article deals with a UFO 
that cut or burnt a hole in a frozen 

over reservoir with a. beam of light 
that appeared to cone out of a port 
hole. These beams of.light are quite 
frequent indeed.... Two of the orig- 
ional purposals suggested by former 
U.N. Aid, Colman Von Keviczky, have 
apparently been addopted. One of then 
is that any earthman landing on anoth
er planet would be an envoy for all 
of mankind....Persons desiring to 
join the Penna. & N.J. Two-State 
UFO Study Group which holds regular 
meetings in Easton, Pa. should get in 
touch with Mrs. Dwight C. Brown, 
Secretary-Treasurer, R.D.#2.
Ravenswood;;Rd., Allentcv/n. Pa.... The 
Editor has"an article in rhe August 
21st edition of the NATIONAL INFORMER. 
It is entitled EVERYONE IS SEEING 
THOSE FLYING SAUCERS and is written 
under the pen name of N. Brunswick* .. 
Soni’c Productions, Inc. has just 
released a new ^5 PPM record entitled 
FLYING SAUCERS UNLIMITED. It runs for 
about 15-20 minutes and deals with 
'facts & figures rea UFOs. Accounts, 
Names, Dates, Places. Voice on the 
record is Rev. Frank E. Stranges 
(whose new h-th edition of FLYING 
SAUCERAMA we can supply at $2.50) 
noted contactee on the west coast. 
We have copies in stock fcr $1.50...

BOOK NEWS '
ENIGMA FANTASTIQUE by Dr.WmAllen ? 
Health Research. 200 pages 8ixll. ; 
$>+.25

The author believes that horrible 
unseen forces control our daily lives. 
He also conjectors that many world 
leaders have come to an untimely end 
because of these STENDEK encounters.

Relating this to flying saucers, 
powerful political & financial parties Dr. Allen has written, in our 
opinion a most worthwhile volume.

Also the much talked about Nijftla 
Tesla, electrical genius, is discussed 
in depth. Sone years ago another 
author, Margaret Storm, suggested that 
Tesla - because of his advanced 
genius - was in reality a spaceman 
brought to earth as a young boy. 
The author of ENIGMA FANTASTIQUE hints 
the same thing but makes no direct 
reference to this possibility besides 
saying that Tesla was 1,000 years 
ahead of his tine.

The author also discusses Atlantis, 
the Perris Recies nap (photo included), 
UFO, Secret Socities and hidden Gov’ts.

But the best section of the book 
for every Shaver fan is a chapter on 
the Multa Caverns inhabited by horr
ible giants, blood curtling screams, 
and other Shaverian features.

Here is definately a book for 
every Shaver fan althought the author 
apparently never heard of our good 
friend. Such a pitty as Dick has been 
say these same things for years.
AVAILABLE FROM: Timothy Green Beckley, 

3 Courtland St.,New Brunswick,N.J.
THESE RARE USED BOCKS NOW IN STOCK: ' 

F.S. FROM OUTER SPACE, Keyhoe ($5.00)- 
BEHIND THE FLYING SAUCERS, Scully ($2 
paperback edition) - F.S. CONFIDENTIAL 
by George H. Williamson ($3-00)• Send 
50 for back issues of saucer r,
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